Suppression of Fe deficiency gene expression by jasmonate.
Fe deficiency genes are regulated in response to external supply of Fe as well as internal plant signals. Internal plant signals include plant hormones and systemic signals which coordinate shoot physiological requirements for Fe with local availability of Fe in roots. Induction of IRT1 and FRO2 gene expression can be used to monitor the Fe deficiency status of plant roots. Here, we investigated the role of jasmonate in the regulation of Fe deficiency responses and in the split root system. We found that jasmonate suppressed expression levels of IRT1 and FRO2 but not their inducibility in response to Fe deficiency. Analysis of the jasmonate-resistant mutant jar1-1 and pharmacological application of the lipoxygenase inhibitor ibuprofene supported an inhibitory effect of this plant hormone. Inhibition of IRT1 and FRO2 gene expression by jasmonate did not require the functional regulator FIT. By performing split root analyses we found that systemic down-regulation of Fe deficiency responses by Fe sufficiency of the shoot was not compromised by ibuprofene and in the jasmonate-insensitive mutant coi1-1. Therefore, we conclude that jasmonate acts as an inhibitor in fine-tuning Fe deficiency responses but that it is not involved in the systemic down-regulation of Fe deficiency responses in the root.